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FESPA DIGITAL 2016: PLENTY OF NOVELTIES AT THE RITRAMA STAND 

Caponago, January 25th 2016 – Ritrama will be present at the next Fespa Digital 2016, 

taking place in Amsterdam, RAI Exhibition Centre, from 8th to 11th March 2016 – Hall 7, 

booth S120. The Ritrama stand will disclose a lot of novelties: a wide space where innovation 

will be the main character providing new impulse to the operators of the visual 

communication industry with a special focus on outdoor and POP advertising, displays 

decoration and vehicle wrapping.  

 

A corner will be dedicated to the DIGITAL Range developed for digital printers wishing 

to choose the proper support to their solvent or water-based printing technology. 

Among the products on display visitors will find overlaminating films, anti-graffiti and 

mounting films. To complete the offer, also: RI-FIX, an end user friendly material for window 

graphics; HI-GRIP, a special solution for easy applications on difficult surfaces; RI-PELLENT, the 

perfect shield with “repelling” properties for digital prints and glass; WALL GRAPHICS INK-JET 

PRINT MEDIA series, for indoor and outdoor wall decoration.  

 

A special attention will deserve RI-WRAP Range, an innovative and attractive set of 

CAST vinyls self-adhesive materials available in different texture, colours and finishing 

to wrap vehicles, boats or to renovate houses and shops interiors. Among this series, it is 

worth mentioning the Denim Blue Wrap (with a jeans texture) and the 2015 novelty 

Cyberkrome SILVER, a chrome CAST with AirFlow technology to be used either as a classical 

film covering the surface to be decorated or as a printable film to create original graphics and 

signs.  

 

Last but not least, a special section will be dedicated to the RI-MARK series, a complete 

range of high quality CAST and calendered self-adhesive coloured films to decorate and 

cover glass, irregular surfaces or vehicles thanks to their high conformability. The new 

670 CAST Supreme Series, a 50µ film, is obtaining a great success. It enables the visual 

communication operators to decorate any 3D surfaces, even those with irregular substrates 

with complex, concave or convex curves and even in presence of rivets and corrugations. This 

series, available in 52 Gloss shades and 2 Matt shades (white and black), is the perfect 

solution for dynamic and POP advertising, car and boat wrapping, automotive graphics, signs 

for gasoline stations, signage, decalcomanias and interior decoration, assuring a top class 

communication! 

 

NOVELTIES ARE NOT FINISHED 

Ritrama will showcase innovative products for special applications. 

 

ANTIMICROBIAL: an anti-microbial polyurethane film to protect touch screens and other 

commonly touched surfaces, guaranteeing a 99.99% proliferation reduction of Escherichia 

Coli, Staphylococcus Aureus, Methicillin-resistant, Staphylococcus Aureus and Clostridium 

Difficile. Thanks to this characteristic, this film finds wide application in all high frequency 

public places. The film is available in a clear high gloss finishing. 
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HI-GRIP POLY 75 GLOSS CLEAR: this film complements the HI-GRIP series, already including 

HI-GRIP 75 POLY PVC GLOSS WHITE and HI-GRIP 50 CAST PVC GLOSS WHITE. These self-

adhesive solutions are perfect for decorative and warning signage application on Low Surface 

Energy LSE substrates (plastic). 

 

RI-VISION 75 CLEAR: it is an innovative PU film, suitable for ink-jet printing with eco-solvent, 

solvent, UV and Latex inks, ideal solution for 3D surfaces decoration. Thanks to the high 

resistance to micro-abrasions, it represents the best Eco-Friendly alternative decoration to 

prevent the opacification on all frequently washed surfaces. 

 

RI-JET 75 ECO-UV PRINT: an ultra clear eco-friendly solution for advertising and promotional 

applications, giving excellent results with UV inks.  

 

A really unique products portfolio, but above all a real answer to the company claim "We're 

listening" that guarantees the right self-adhesive materials for every application.  

 

The Ritrama team waits for you at Stand S120 - Hall 7. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOUT RITRAMA 
Founded in Italy in 1962 Ritrama, an Italian multinational company is the leading independent supplier of self-adhesive material in Europe and one of the worldwide key players. With 

more than 850 employees and 23 facilities located throughout the world, it is considered the largest family-owned company in the self-adhesive industry. Ritrama offers a wide range 

of products grouped into five divisions - Roll Label, Visual, Graphics, Offset Sheets,  Industrial and Polifibra 2011. Coating sites and R&D departments are located in Europe, America 

(North and South) and the Far East.  A modern centralized logistics platform is located in the Headquarters in Caponago (near Milan). Ritrama materials are applied in countless 

highly specialized and commodity industries such as visual communication, food, pharmaceutical and wine labelling, offset and screen printing, industrial labelling and anti-

counterfeiting. The Ritrama group has an extensive network of distributors present all over the world to ensure a local "just in time" delivery of the products. 
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